
Year 2:         Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how to jump for accuracy and for distance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve,  

Watch a video of the long jump. Learn about the skills you need ie height from the board.  

Learn how to measure their jumps.  

Learn how to propel themselves forwards accurately regardless of distance. Learn how to point the body and how 

to direct the arms and the legs.  

Learn how to take off with two feet and then move on to one foot.  

Warm Up – The Floor is Lava. 

Main Body – Continue with the warm up but increase the distance of safe stones. Consider how to increase the 

distance of hops and jumps. 

A4L – Watch a partner hop and jump. 

Transfer the skills learnt into mini competitions. 

Plenary – Discuss good jumping style. 

Create a chart from which they can measure their jumps each week 

Jump and improve their techniques after evaluating the quality of their jumps.  

 

Link 2:   know how to sprint with speed 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve,  

Revise long jumping and the techniques. 

Add to their chart by making improved jumps.  

Learn about how to sprint 60m. Learn the importance of using their arms. 

Create a card to track the speed that they can run 60m.  

Learn that other types of running are slower but more accurate e.g. Learn how to run the egg and spoon race; the 

pancake race; the been bag/ball on a racquet race. 

Understand that running at distance is a different skill to sprinting – Pacing activities – can you finish at right time? 

Endurance challenge – complete various circuits – then attempt longer distance race. 

Plenary – Discuss how to maintain pace. (Discuss Key Word at end of the lesson). 

Practice running on the spot with fast and slow legs.   

Practise and then complete the race recording their time.  

 

Link 3:   know how to throw with accuracy and distance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 



revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve,  

Revise long jumping and the techniques. 

Add to their chart by making improved jumps.  

Practise running with their arms and practise the 60m sprint trying to improve last week’s time. Think about their 

techniques as they walk/run.  

Throwing (distance). 

Learn how to measure their throws.  

Learn how to propel an object forwards accurately regardless of distance e.g. bean bag, hoop, ball.  

Learn how to point the body and how to direct the arms and the legs.  

Learn how to throw underhand and overhand for distance. Learn that they need to think about trajectory because a 

very high ball may not go the distance they want.  

Warm Up – Throw and Catch challenge. Increase the distance. 

Main Body – Pairs competition – kneeling thrown, seated throw. Introduce – Standing throw and one handed throw. 

Scoring Zones to finish. 

Plenary – Discuss how to increase distance.  

Warm Up – Bean Bag Accuracy Throw – increase distance of target each time. 

Main Body – Discuss how to throw accuracy. 

Complete circuit of accuracy throwing – bean bag and tennis ball. (Discuss Key Word at end of the lesson). 

Plenary – Discuss how to throw accuracy. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to throw and jump as far as they can and run 

the fastest spring that they can 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve,  

Revise long jumping and the techniques. 

Revise throwing and the techniques. 

Revise sprinting. 

Look at videos of professional athletes and try to replicate some of their moves. 

Try to improve their own times and distances. 

Complete a mini sports day against other Y2 classes.  

Create the idea of gold, for being first, silver and bronze. Compete for a medal and write an evaluation of any 

improvement they have made in each race/event.  

 

 

 



Year 2:         Autumn  2 

Link 1:   know how to stop a moving football 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch video clips of different footballers including elderly and disabled, passing the ball and shooting.  

Revise some basic ball skills that they already know: kicking the ball with the inside and outside of foot; how to pass 

the ball to someone else. 

Learn how to pass and stop the ball e.g. by placing foot on top of it. 

Practise stopping their own ball and then a ball passed to them.   

Learn how to stop a ball and then re-direct in another direction.  

Learn how to stop and then pass with the left foot as well as the right foot.  

 

Link 2:   know how to dribble a ball around obstacles 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Revise: kicking the ball with the inside and outside of foot; how to pass the ball to someone else; how to stop a 

moving ball.  

Watch professional football clip of a player dribbling around other or around cones e.g. Ryan Giggs v Arsenal.  

Learn the important skill of keeping the ball as close to their own foot as possible for most of the time. Learn the 

idea of dribbling around objects who denote players.   

Practise dribbling with both feet up and down pitches.  

Combine dribbling with a final shot.  

Using hoops with someone standing in the hoop, practise dribbling about their standing classmates to score a goal.  

 

Link 3:   know how to dribble a ball around obstacles 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Revise: kicking the ball with the inside and outside of foot; how to pass the ball to someone else; how to stop a 

moving ball.  

Play practise drills whereby they pass to each other in fours before scoring. Understand the idea of team work and 

being selfish with ball because the aim is for the team to win. Practise their skills of dribbling around players who 

can move but who must stay in a hoop.  Practise with both feet. Play dribbling and shooting drills.  

 

Link 4:   know how to score a goal 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 



revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Revise: kicking the ball with the inside and outside of foot; how to pass the ball to someone else; how to stop a 

moving ball.  

Learn how to direct a ball at the right pace. 

Play games trying to get the ball to lean against a cone 2m away, then 3m etc. Understand the idea of weight of 

pass. 

Play game which need the ball to be passed in different directions e.g. from standing in a circle, direct balls 

successfully north, south, east and west.  

Know how to score a goal from different angles. Know which part of the foot to hit it from and the correct weight of 

pass.  

Play practise drills whereby they pass to each other in 2s/3s before scoring.  

Understand the idea of team work and not being selfish with ball because the aim is for the team to win.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a small-sided game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Revise: kicking the ball with the inside and outside of foot; how to pass the ball to someone else; how to stop a 

moving ball.  

Revise how to direct a ball at the right pace. 

Learn how to play a small-sided game e.g. 3v3. Learn how to defend the ball and what to do when someone is in the 

way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Spring  1 

Link 1:   know how to roll in different ways 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch a video of male/female/disabled gymnastics in the floor routine.  

Revise the terms straddle, tuck and pike. Learn how to complete the piked ‘V’ sit. Learn how to rock forwards and 

backwards in tuck position to stand up. 

Learn how to do a press up forwards and backwards.  

Learn how to do a side support using one arm and then the other arm.  

Warm Up – Roll down the hill. Children walk to the top of the imaginary hill (to one end of the hall). Then in small 

groups roll down it. Look at what makes a roll and different ways you can roll down a hill. 

Main Body – Children work in pairs on mat – firstly explore different ways to roll. Then teacher focusses on 3 and 

asks children to coach each other. 

- Pencil. 

- Dish. 

- Forward Roll. 

Children then try to attempt their favourite roll on the apparatus set up. (mats, 3 benches with mat, 2 benches, 1 

bench). 

 

 

Link 2:   know how to hop in different ways 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch a video of male/female/disabled gymnastics in the floor routine.  

Revise the terms straddle, tuck and pike. Learn how to complete the piked ‘V’ sit. Learn how to rock forwards and 

backwards in tuck position to stand up. 

Revise how to complete a press up and a side-arm support.  

Learn a simple sequence e.g. travelling bunny jumps; hop, jump, hop jump. Learn different ways of jumping and 

follow the sequence.  

 

Link 3:   know how to maintain their balance 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch a video of male/female/disabled gymnastics in the floor routine.  

Revise the terms straddle, tuck and pike. Learn how to complete the piked ‘V’ sit. Learn how to rock forwards and 

backwards in tuck position to stand up. 



Revise how to complete a press up and a side-arm support; and a hopping sequence.  

Warm Up – Points on a balance. Discuss certain animals and insects – how many points touch the floor. Children 

now show a number of points. 

Main Body – Progress on to travel and when dice is rolled, that number of points must touch the floor.  

Discuss the importance of tension and extension in balance. 

Work with a partner and show favourite balance – partner observes and test for tension and extension. 

Then look at various paired balances (use of resource cards). Can each pair show these? 

Move onto apparatus – (platforms with benches attached). Travel up bench and at platform – perform favourite 

individual balances. 

Progress to performing favourite paired balances on the platform. Some children can attempt balance on the beam. 

Plenary – Conclude with game of Over, Under, Around. Children sit back to back with a partner and respond when 

that command is given. 

Learn how to balance and move forward on a beam with a stance or jump in the middle. Walk backwards on a beam 

with a jump or a position in the middle.  

  

Link 4:   know how to move with with flight and synchronicity 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch a video of male/female/disabled gymnastics in the floor routine.  

Revise the terms straddle, tuck and pike. Learn how to complete the piked ‘V’ sit. Learn how to rock forwards and 

backwards in tuck position to stand up. 

Revise how to complete a press up and a side-arm support; and a hopping sequence.  

Revise how to balance and move forward on a beam with a stance or jump in the middle. Walk backwards on a 

beam with a jump or a position in the middle.  

Learn the Japana at 45 degrees; hold a T balance on the floor and on a beam; tucked forward roll; front support with 

a partner.  

Warm Up – 1, 2, 3. Children choose a shape that equals each number. When number is called, children jump and 

show that shape. Progress activity to specific shapes – Tuck, Straight, Straddle. 

Main Body – Children move onto apparatus (similar set up to previous weeks). Travel up the bench and jump off. 

Rotate apparatus and build in all jumps.  

Finally build in mini routine on last piece of apparatus, - roll before bench, (some can roll on bench). – balance on 

platform – jump from platform – balance on floor. 

Plenary – Croc Attack – children swim around the room, when croc is released they have 10 seconds to climb onto 

apparatus. Then jump back in the water (specify the type of shape children must make). 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to put a floor sequence together with rolls, 



jumps, balances 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand, sprint 

Watch a video of male/female/disabled gymnastics in the floor routine.  

Revise the terms straddle, tuck and pike. Learn how to complete the piked ‘V’ sit. Learn how to rock forwards and 

backwards in tuck position to stand up. 

Revise how to complete a press up and a side-arm support; and a hopping sequence.  

Revise how to balance and move forward on a beam with a stance or jump in the middle. Walk backwards on a 

beam with a jump or a position in the middle.  

Learn new sequences bunny jumps/ sequence on a bench; bunny jumps either side of the bench; and their own 

sequence or mirror moves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know how to improvise moves based on an imaginery street scene 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Developing dance with narrative form. Stimulus is ‘ The Great Fire of London, 1666’. This unit of work focuses upon 

using an historical event to develop narrative through dance. Pupils use different episodes in the story to frame the 

narrative content and interpretation of movement ideas to create a short duet into a quartet sequence. Building on 

year 1, pupils will develop their own ability to work in independently of the teacher and create dance sequences and 

a short whole dance with a clear beginning, middle and end.  

Warm up - basic walking around the room,  with rising and falling actions to lengthen and fold the torso both 

forwards and side to side. Introduce different interplay of walk, skip, run, jog, with darting runs getting the pupils to 

stop suddenly and change direction. This can use the whole studio space not just in set directions from the teacher.  

Ask children to be aware of where they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to 

think about how the body is starting to feel. Use centre-based simple arm rotations and whole body swinging 

exercise to develop pupil ability to move the whole body and introduce basic feet and small jump sequences into the 

warm up. 

A fact sheet about The Great Fire of London 1666. 

Spread out then start with exploring the following basic actions to show the ideas of: 

 The busy London streets in 1666 -  a warren of alleys and busy crowded streets (use pictures around the 

studio as stimuli). Teacher to guide the improvisation of walking through the busy streets, dodging and 

jumping the rainy puddles and suddenly turning left and right along different pathways/streets.  Introduce 

the idea of a walk in Pudding Lane and Thomas Farrynor’s bakery where the Great Fire starts. Ask pupils to 

imagine pausing to look in the bakery window and look up and down, side to side. Big arm actions across 

the glass windows showing wiping away of the rain. 

 Pupils watch the teacher perform each action - include movements which are stretching upwards and 

reaching then leaning sideways, ducking down so as not to be seen peering into the bakery windows.  

 Change character - dance as a bake, carrying of trays above the head and being able to turn quickly to avoid 

collisions of trays and bakers, use the same pathways and travelling ideas but now less random, decide on 

either a forward and backwards or step crossing pattern sideways. Get pupils to imagine the orderliness of 

the bakery. Shout instructions/characterization as the pupils move around London.  

 Improvise based on watching the teachers example -  a heavy tray arms flexed and having to keep very 

upright to balance the tray in front of the body then contrast this with lifting/carrying an empty tray above 

the head and moving at speed.  

 In pairs - they need to choose movements from the first travelling sequences in the busy streets and their 

baker character. Give pupils approximately 6 minutes to link the two sets of ideas into one whole sequence. 

In pairs they dance their short sequence and depending on ability introduce two concepts of canon and 

unison. Get pupils working in pairs to explore the use of canon. 

 Move onto the next section of the story or give time for pupils to rehearse their performance of the two 

linked sequences so far. 

 

Link 2:   know how to lower to the floor, roll in different positions and retrun to standing 



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - basic walking around the room,  with rising and falling actions to lengthen and fold the torso both 

forwards and side to side. Introduce different interplay of walk, skip, run, jog, with darting runs getting the pupils to 

stop suddenly and change direction. This can use the whole studio space not just in set directions from the teacher.  

Ask children to be aware of where they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to 

think about how the body is starting to feel. Use centre-based simple arm rotations and whole body swinging 

exercise to develop pupil ability to move the whole body and introduce basic feet and small jump sequences into the 

warm up. 

From a range of stimuli use movement to show reaction with probing questions- using fingers, feet, in 

flexion/extension, arms, curving the torso, tilting and bending and knowing the difference. 

Developing basic lowering to the floor, rolling in different position and then returning to standing. 

Using pause and stillness to portray a mood/image - frozen in shock seeing the fire spread, the agitated shifting 

between the maze of streets to try and escape. 

Develop gestural work - using non weight bearing actions with the arms,  legs, shoulders 

 

Link 3:   know how leap 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - basic walking around the room,  with rising and falling actions to lengthen and fold the torso both 

forwards and side to side. Introduce different interplay of walk, skip, run, jog, with darting runs getting the pupils to 

stop suddenly and change direction. This can use the whole studio space not just in set directions from the teacher.  

Ask children to be aware of where they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to 

think about how the body is starting to feel. Use centre-based simple arm rotations and whole body swinging 

exercise to develop pupil ability to move the whole body and introduce basic feet and small jump sequences into the 

warm up. 

Revise how to lower to the floor, roll in different position and then return to standing. 

Using pause and stillness to portray a mood/image - frozen in shock seeing the fire spread, the agitated shifting 

between the maze of streets to try and escape. 

Learn how to link arms, hands moving with a partner, moving through basic contact 

Teach basic leaps ( 1 foot to the other) ‘leaping flames’ leaping to get away   

Aim to help pupils isolate and use different body parts in simple patterns with good control and move with ease and 

coordination to change positions and move confidently with control and coordination through the space. 

It is the combination of movement with the solo, duet and quartet phrase they need to develop to sustain control 

and show good movement memory. 

 

 

Link 3:   know how to dance in a narrative linear form 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 



revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - basic walking around the room,  with rising and falling actions to lengthen and fold the torso both 

forwards and side to side. Introduce different interplay of walk, skip, run, jog, with darting runs getting the pupils to 

stop suddenly and change direction. This can use the whole studio space not just in set directions from the teacher.  

Ask children to be aware of where they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to 

think about how the body is starting to feel. Use centre-based simple arm rotations and whole body swinging 

exercise to develop pupil ability to move the whole body and introduce basic feet and small jump sequences into the 

warm up. 

Revise how to lower to the floor, roll in different position and then return to standing. 

Revise how to leap. 

Revise the sequence that has developed so far ie moving through streets, showing gestures, rolling and leaping to 

events.  

Learn Key choreographic devices: dance in a narrative linear form, creating dance sequences which progressively 

tell the story of the Great Fire of London.  

Revise copying and basic mirroring in partners 

Opening section - use solo/duet sequences  

Solo - choosing actions to develop a sequence of fire and wind 

Duet - learning to move together in contact such as linking hands and weaving in out of the streets before during 

and after the fires. As a pair moving around each, then in the quartet 2 moving 

Dynamic range - fluid and flicking, sharp, the spitting embers in the fire, the flicking flames. 

Using tension to show strength, firm /force contrasted with lightness and fluid actions - for example the heavy 

lifting action of the axe and forceful downward action in the arms and body to cut the wood compared with the light 

waving, fluid smoke, flames. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to portray the Great Fire of London in dance  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Warm up - basic walking around the room,  with rising and falling actions to lengthen and fold the torso both 

forwards and side to side. Introduce different interplay of walk, skip, run, jog, with darting runs getting the pupils to 

stop suddenly and change direction. This can use the whole studio space not just in set directions from the teacher.  

Ask children to be aware of where they are in the room, using eyes to watch we don’t collide and asking them to 

think about how the body is starting to feel. Use centre-based simple arm rotations and whole body swinging 

exercise to develop pupil ability to move the whole body and introduce basic feet and small jump sequences into the 

warm up. 

Revise how to lower to the floor, roll in different position and then return to standing. 

Revise how to leap. 

Revise the sequence that has developed so far ie moving through streets, showing gestures, rolling and leaping to 

events.   

To a narrator, retelling the story of London practise the sequences of moves: 

Opening section - use solo/duet sequences meandering/moving through the streets of London. 



Solo - choosing individual actions to portray what job they are doing before the fire. 

Development:  how to create dance to show that they have noticed the fire - develop a sequence of fire and wind 

Duet - learning to move together in contact such as linking hands and weaving in out of the streets before during 

and after the fires. As a pair moving around each, then in the quartet 2 moving 

Dynamic range - fluid and flicking, sharp, the spitting embers in the fire, the flicking flames. 

Using tension to show strength, firm /force contrasted with lightness and fluid actions - for example the heavy 

lifting action of the axe and forceful downward action in the arms and body to cut the wood compared with the light 

waving, fluid smoke, flames. 

Decide on a finale. 

Introduce music to the sequences. 

Perform the final dance to narrative and to music.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to direct a cheese/ball towards an object 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise what they learnt in Y1 about curling and playing marbles.  

Watch video clip of bowling skittles. Link to their work on history. Watch a traditional game: 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/sportshots-no-6-skittles/query/skittles 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=traditional+skittles+game&&view=detail&mid=FCF4A469906C0CA8E2B0F

CF4A469906C0CA8E2B0&&FORM=VRDGAR  

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVAA029HVIVP4YKEXJF7YYC0J3ZV-BERLINERS-COMPETE-AT-

SKITTLES/query/skittles  

Learn the skills of pulling the arm back and rolling a ball in a set direction.  

Learn how to aim for different points with balls.  

Practise drills and games to help directional throws 

 

Link 2:   know how to judge the weight of shot 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise what they learnt about directing a ball.  

Learn how to get closer and closer to the object.  

Learn about the idea of follow through.  

Play games based on getting closer to a target area.  

 

Link 3:   know how to perform a sequence of moves to direct the ball at skittles 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise what they learnt about directing a ball and the weight of shot.  

Watch a video clip of bowling skittles/pins.  

Learn how to move their legs so that they are not facing the pins directly and to get extra power into their throws.  

Learn the sequence of moves ie roll arm back, direct, plant foot, follow through. 

Improve last week’s skills of follow through and aiming the ball at a target.   

Learn the rules of skittles/pins. 

After a shot identify what might have gone wrong and how they can improve the next.  

 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/sportshots-no-6-skittles/query/skittles
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=traditional+skittles+game&&view=detail&mid=FCF4A469906C0CA8E2B0FCF4A469906C0CA8E2B0&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=traditional+skittles+game&&view=detail&mid=FCF4A469906C0CA8E2B0FCF4A469906C0CA8E2B0&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVAA029HVIVP4YKEXJF7YYC0J3ZV-BERLINERS-COMPETE-AT-SKITTLES/query/skittles
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVAA029HVIVP4YKEXJF7YYC0J3ZV-BERLINERS-COMPETE-AT-SKITTLES/query/skittles


Link 4:   know how to perform a sequence of moves to get close to the jack 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise what they learnt about directing a ball and the weight of shot and the sequence of movements. 

Watch a video clip of crown green bowling: 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/women-can-bowl/query/crown+green+bowling  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1970s+crown+green+bowling&&view=detail&mid=4711EAFB43BA03B8AE

E34711EAFB43BA03B8AEE3&&FORM=VRDGAR  

Learn the rules of bowling. Try to get as close as possible to the jack.  

Evaluate the strength of shot, the direction etc to gauge what they need to do to improve.  

Revise the forehand throw aiming to get close to an object and improving their skills of directional throws.   

 

    

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a game of bowls 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, marbles, forehand 

Revise what they learnt about directing a ball and the weight of shot and the sequence of movements. 

Revise the rules of the game. 

Learn how to measure the distance away from the jack. 

Learn how to score points. 

Play the game with each other and count their points.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/women-can-bowl/query/crown+green+bowling
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1970s+crown+green+bowling&&view=detail&mid=4711EAFB43BA03B8AEE34711EAFB43BA03B8AEE3&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1970s+crown+green+bowling&&view=detail&mid=4711EAFB43BA03B8AEE34711EAFB43BA03B8AEE3&&FORM=VRDGAR


Year 2:         Summer  2 

Link 1:   know how to serve and return a serve in table tennis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of table tennis being played including the serve.  

Revise what they learnt in Y1 about how to hold the bat. 

Learn some bat and ball skills e.g. tapping ball in the air, tapping the ball on the table to get a better control of the 

ball.  

Revise the rules of serving ie the ball must be visible to the opponent. Learn how to serve so that it bounce on their 

side of the net before the other side of the net.  

Revise the idea of forehand and backhand. 

Practise serving with both forehand and backhand.  

Learn how to return a serve so that it hits the table the other side of the net.  

Learn how to play a rally until the ball hits the net or goes out of play.  

 

Link 2:   know the term rally and how to keep a rally going  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of table tennis being played including the serve. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=6657464224A4F206680166574642

24A4F2066801&&FORM=VRDGAR  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=C841344A9C35601F743BC841344A

9C35601F743B&rvsmid=6657464224A4F20668016657464224A4F2066801&FORM=VDRVRV  

Revise serving, forehands, backhands and how to hold the bat.  

Practise serving again and try to improve their serves. Practise returning the serve and playing a rally.  

Learn how to score a point and to keep track of the score.   

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a table tennis game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise how to score, play a forehand, a backhand, a rally and a serve. 

Play games counting score and evaluating how to improve their shots.   

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=6657464224A4F20668016657464224A4F2066801&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=6657464224A4F20668016657464224A4F2066801&&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=C841344A9C35601F743BC841344A9C35601F743B&rvsmid=6657464224A4F20668016657464224A4F2066801&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=table+tennis+rally&&view=detail&mid=C841344A9C35601F743BC841344A9C35601F743B&rvsmid=6657464224A4F20668016657464224A4F2066801&FORM=VDRVRV


Link 3:   know how to grip the tennis racquet correctly 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of tennis being played including the serve – link to history 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon  

Revise what they learnt in Y1 about how to hold the racquet. 

Learn some bat and ball skills e.g. tapping ball in the air, tapping the ball on the table to get a better control of the 

ball.  

Warm Up – Using larger balls and in teams – ‘Big Mac’ relays. (make towers using balls and rackets). 

Move onto having a bean bag each and racket. 

Bean Bag relays – focus on grip and handling. 

Continue to work with bean bags – in pairs pass and catch bean bags - then progress to doing so over the net. 

Begin to hit ball after one bounce on call of ‘Fire!’ – focus on stance and racket head. 

In pairs – feed and forehand. (focus on footwork, grip and racket head). 

 

Link 4:   know how to hit a forehand in tennis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of tennis being played including the serve – link to history 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon  

Learn about trajectory and the fact the ball has to go up a little to clear the net.  

Revise how to hold the racquet. 

In 2 circles – pass larger balls around the circle using rackets and no hands. 

Return to use of bean bags – in pairs pass over the net using rackets and forehand. 

In pairs – feed and forehand. (focus on footwork, grip and racket head). 

As above but introduce scoring zones. 

Remain in pairs and attempt to rally to a record score (one bounce). 

Learn how to draw the racquet back at waist height and how to then step forward to hit the ball and follow through. 

Learn the sequence of moves ie back swing, plant foot, follow through.  

Evaluate how the forehand is different or the same as in table tennis.  

 

Link 5:   know how to hit a single and double handed backhand in tennis 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of tennis being played including the serve – link to history 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon


https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon  

Revise what they learnt about how to hold the racquet and how to hit a forehand.  

Warm Up – Step through the hoop.  

In 2 circles – each child has a bean bag on racket. Hoop is passed around (by teacher), children must maintain bean 

bag on the racket yet step through the hoop.  

Continue to use of bean bags – in pairs pass over the net using rackets and backhand. 

In pairs – feed and backhand. (focus on footwork, grip and racket head). 

As above but introduce scoring zones. 

Remain in pairs and attempt to rally to a record score (one bounce). Service is a throw. 

Plenary – how to perform a backhand. 

Learn how to draw the racquet back at waist height and how to then step forward to hit the ball and follow through. 

Learn the two handed as well as single handed back hands. 

Learn the sequence of moves ie back swing, plant foot, follow through.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play a tennis game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Revise how to score, play a forehand, a backhand, a rally and a serve. 

Play games counting score and evaluating how to improve their shots.   

 

 

Link 6:   know how to grip the badminton racquet correctly and play a rally 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

Watch a video of badminton being played – link to history  https://www.britishpathe.com/video/badminton-

match/query/badminton 

Learn how to hold the racquet correctly. 

Learn the correct terms for the equipment. Revise how we hold table tennis bats and tennis racquets. 

Understand that the trajectory of the shuttle needs to be higher to get over the net.   

Warm Up – In pairs throw shuttle over the net. When teacher calls stop – whoever has shuttle is loser of the rally.  

Play same game but hit over the net – encouraging serve. 

Focus on Serve – emphasise pinch and drop. 

Introduce Driving Range – drop and hit on the work ‘Fire!’ into scoring zones. 

Remain in pairs and attempt to rally to a record score. 

Warm Up – Balloon on each racket – focus on racket handling skills. Encourage different hits and movement. 

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA6DIMEOCIMD25KN6U4MEQ8NJ2V-07-JULY-1955/query/wimbledon
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/badminton-match/query/badminton
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/badminton-match/query/badminton


With partner – rally using balloons (hit over head only). 

Recap all activities – but shuttle each on rackets to work on racket handling skills.  

Using shuttles - attempt to rally to a record score. 

Attempt mini games - rally with 5 lives. If lives lost, move off court. 

Plenary – 2 Teams – rally and question. If rally is won – team get a question based on racket skills. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:     Know how to play mini racquet and ball games 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: revise how we can run, jump and throw in different ways; 

revise the idea of defending/marking, tuck, pike, straddle, forehand, backhand, serve 

As a conclusion to the unit – children put into 6 teams as they attempt to score points across a series of stations. 

1) Relays – With ball on racket, run course and pass ball off of a racket onto team mates racket. 1 point for each lap. 

2) Balloon Tap Ups – 1 point for hit. 

3) Driving Range – Scoring Zones. 

4) Shuttle Throw – Throw all shuttles over net for a point. 

5) Rally – in 2 sub teams, point for every time rally is maintained. 

6) Serve Scoring Zone – Badminton serve into scoring zones. 

Plenary – recap skills across 2 racket sports.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


